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ARSTRACT 
If A is an m Xm and f is an analytic function, then f(A) depends only on the 
values of f and its first m - 1 derivatives on the spectrum of A. In this paper we 
estimate I( f(A)II, for certain matrix norms [(.I(, in terms of the maximum moduli of 
these derivatives on the convex hull of the spectrum of A. 
In what sense is it true that, if an analytic function f is small at the 
eigenvalues of an m x m complex matrix A, then f(A) is small? We wish to 
answer this question with an inequality. Now for fixed A, f(A) depends only 
on the values off and its first m- 1 derivatives at the eigenvalues of A (this 
can be seen at once by reducing A to Jordan form), and one might hope for a 
bound in terms of these values, Here we establish a bound for 1 f(A)I, for 
certain matrix norms 1.1, which uses more information about f (namely, the 
maximum modulus off (i), 0 < i < m - 1, on the convex hull of the eigenvalues 
of A), but which is pleasantly concise. The method is an elaboration of an 
idea due to J. D. Stafney [l]. 
We shall find a bound for 1 f( A)( p, where 1.1 p is the Schatten-von 
Neumann norm. Recall that this is defined as follows (see [2]). If A is an 
mxn matrix and O<p< 00, then 
where sr, . . . , s, are the singular values of A-that is, the eigenvalues of 
(A*A) > I/’ A* being the conjugate transpose of A. In other words, 
]A(, = {trace(A*A)P’2}1’P. 
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I.jP is a norm when l<p<co. !.I2 is the Euclidean or Hilbert-Schmidt 
norm, and 1.1 1 is the trace norm. 
We shall denote by 1) A )I the operator norm of A acting on Hilbert space. 
Thus ) Al is the maximum of the singular values of A, and consequently 
1 A( < (A(, for all p. An upper bound for 1 f(A)I, will therefore also be an 
upper bound for (( f(A) (1. 
THEOREM. If A is un m X m matrix, f i.s a function analytic in a convex 
open set containing the eigenvalues of A, and 0 < p < 2, then 
(1) 
where 11 f 11 A denotes the maximum of If I on the convex hull of the 
eigenvalues of A. 
For the proof we need a subadditivity property of ) .I ,,, 0 < p < 2, which is 
doubtless known, but for which I am unable to give a reference. 
LEMMA. Let the m X n matrix A be written in partitioned fbnn 
A= 
If O<p<2 then 
(2) 
Proof. We show that if 0 <p < 2, then 
/Alp=inf( ~lIIAeillp]l’p~ (3) 
where the infimum is taken over all orthonormal systems er, . . . , e,,. If 
s,>s, > a’* are the singular values of A, and A is the m X n matrix with 
si, sz,.., on the main diagonal and zeros elsewhere, then there exist unitary 
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matrices U, V such that A = UAV. Since both sides of (3) remain unchanged 
when A is replaced by U*AV*, we may suppose that A = A. Consider any 
orthonormal system e,,..., e,, and let ei =[eIi ezi . . . eni]r. Applying 
Holder’s inequality with the conjugate indices 2/p, 2/(2 - p), we find 
= 11 Aej (1 p (I ej /I 2-P = 11 Aei 11 p. 
Hence 
ii IIAejll’> i .sPleij12 = *glsr =lAlF. (4) 
j-1 i,j=l 
This proves one inequality in (3); to prove the opposite one we simply 
observe that (4) holds with equality when e,, . . . , e,, is taken to be the 
standard basis of C”. The infimum is thus attained. 
Now suppose A=[A, A,]. Choose orthonormal systems e,,. . ., e, and 
e ,+r,“‘r e,, (orthogonal to each other) such that 
i=l 
Then 
By using the fact that lAlp =/A*/, we can deduce the analogous inequality 
for block column matrices, and on combining the two we obtain (2). n 
Proof of the Theorem. (1) certainly holds when m= 1. Suppose it true 
for m, and consider an (m+ 1)-square matrix A. Since both sides of (I) are 
invariant with respect to unitary similarity, we may suppose that A is upper 
triangular and write 
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where (Y is an eigenvalue of A, B is m-square, and w is of type m x 1 and 
satisfies (1 w I( G )I A 11. It follows from the definition of f(A) via the Cauchy 
integral formula that 
f(A)= () I f(B) gww I f(a) ’
where g(z)=[f(z)-f(a)]/(x-ol). We thus have, by the Lemma, 
MAN”, Q If(B) + IlgP)~llP +If(41P. 
By the inductive hypothesis, 
(6) 
and 
Stafney [l, p. 931 showed that 
Hence 
IIg(~)wllP ~m~l(~,-l)~~~~,~~i+l~,ll/li"'iip,IIAll' 
i=O 
< 5 m IIAllPi ( 1 - II f”’ II p j-1 i (j!)’ *’ 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
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Inserting (7) and (9) in (6) and defining (my 1) to be zero, we have 
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COROLLARY. ZfAisanmXmmutix, IIAIl<l,Ahasspeccralradiusno 
greater than r, and 0 < p < 2, then for any k > m - 1, 
A better estimate for 1 Ak 1 p, 1 < p < cc, is given in [3, Sec. 11. 
The main idea of the above proof-induction based on the inequality (8) 
-is due to Stafney. The new feature in this paper is the use of the Lemma. 
The reason why this is necessary is that Stafney’s result (his Theorem 2.1 in 
[l]) is incorrect. He states that 
To obtain a counterexample let us write 
0 1 0 
S 
-0 I 0 1, 0 0 0 i 
I l--u2 A=(S+aZ)(Z+aS)-‘= ; a -(u(l4) l-a2 0 0 ix I 
where O<a<l. Clearly j/f]], =]f(a)] for any f, and 
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SO that I(AIl<1. Letf(z)=z-a: then 
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IlfiA)II=(l-a”)ll[; ,a]/l=$(1-a2)(a+di=) 
=l+$a+O((u2). 
According to Stafney’s assertion we should have 
This clearly fails to hold for sufficiently small a > 0. 
The error in the reasoning of [l] occurs at the head of p. 94. The author 
shows that the norms of the restrictions of f(A) to a certain subspace Y and 
to its orthogqnal complement are both less than or equal to the desired 
bound, and he infers that the same is true of 11 f(A)Ij. This amounts to 
assuming the Lemma above is valid when p = co, whereas it is in fact false 
for p > 2 (consider the matrix A = [l I]). 
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